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Myk
Myk is designed by
Lars Tornøe for Fora
Form

Myk is a flexible table family designed with soft
geometries as a starting point, and with wood as a
material in the table design.
All tables are based on the same column base, either
as T-base or X-base. The base consists of two main
elements - vertical column in steel and horizontal
beam in wood. The table has no sharp edges, which is
repeated in the tabletops and provides a pleasant
experience when touching the product.

Technical information:
25 mm MDF with soft rounded profile, edge
similar as table top,
rounded corners.
laminate, linoleum and veneer as
recommended in Fora Form Menu
Base in chrome black, epoxy RAL 9005 or white
epoxy RAL 9016 at no additional cost
menu NCS epoxy coating:

Two sizes of both T and X-foot, different heights on the
columns and a large selection of standard sizes and
geometries makes Myk a table series with many
options.

Oak, black or stained wood cover.
Elevated base with adjustable gliders.

The table series can be used in most contexts such as
canteen tables, bar tables, social zones tables or as a
conference table.
The Myk base has adjustable plastic gliders.

Table top in with soft rounded profile
and rounded corners.
The horizontal wood base is an
elegant way to incorporate wood as a
solid and warm material in your
interior.
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Models:

Inspiration:

Myk table at heigh 90cm in smoked oak
with base in NCS 8500N, paired with Con
bar stools.

Project room with Myk table and Con IV
chairs. Base in Chrome

Smoked oak and beige epoxy coated
base on Myk table with laminate top.

Myk table and Pond chairs in same white
washed oak.

Con chair and Myk veneer table top and
base.

Myk table with smoked oak
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Materials:
Steel

Metallic epoxy

White epoxy

Medium grey

Dark grey

Beige

Grey blue

Blue epoxy (NCS
S 7020 - B)

Burgundy epoxy

Red epoxy

Orange epoxy

Yellow epoxy

Light green
epoxy

Medium green
epoxy

Dark green
epoxy

Black epoxy

Oak

Blackstained ash

Ash

Charcoal

Ash

Pebble

Veneer

Birch

Linoleum

Nero
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Mushroom
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Laminate

White laminate

White laminate

Light grey
laminate

Elegant oak
laminate

Natural Oak
laminate

Tula Oak
Laminate

Smoked oak

Whitewashed
oak

Dark grey
laminate

Black laminate

White lacquered

Black stained
lacquer

Birch laminate

Wood

Oak
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